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Introduction to the Writing Module 

The Companion Writing  Module for the English Discoveries Program was authored by

Dr. Louisa Rogers. It is designed to follow the language development sequence as outlined by 

The WIDA Consortium. In addition, it incorporates The Writing Process model used in some 

state standards. These standards also entail producing text that is creative, informative, or 

persuasive. Of course, description and narration are part of creative and informative discourse, 

and comparison/contrast, classification, and cause/effect are part of informative and 

persuasive discourse. Some states assess high school students on their ability to produce text 

in one or more of these genres.  Adult ESOL standards call for students to be able to 

communicate, in writing, in real world and job related contexts, and some secondary state 

standards also require this ability to write functional text.  The Writing Module for English

Discoveries attends to this range of demands. 

The Writing Process includes Planning, Writing, Revising, Editing, and Publishing.  

Because English Discoveries is a state-of-the-art multi-media program, using the Writing 

Process gains an added dimension. By utilizing the program’s capacity for speech recognition 

and recording, pre-writing (brainstorming and planning) and revision can be performed not only 

in a written format, but in oral and aural modalities as well.

Students can publish their writing samples on the Internet, within English Discoveries, and 

receive feedback not only from their instructors, but their fellow students as well. The online 

forum also allows students to become part of an even larger group of worldwide learners and 

interaction with literally hundreds of other English Language Learners is possible through this 

forum.

Creative writing includes but is not limited to expressive and reflective text. It could also be 

said it includes the ability to infer, predict, analyze, and synthesize. Informational or expository 

writing includes real world, job related, and functional text. It also includes the ability to 

summarize, take notes, and write letters.



Persuasive writing allows for the expression of opinion and effective argument. Many, 

however, would argue that is it pointless to delimit these genres as all good discourse 

aggregates the three. 

The Writing Module provides ample writing activities at each of the 10 proficiency levels 

available in its program. The activities offer English Language Learners multiple opportunities 

to practice in the genres or combination of genres as well as opportunities to engage in the 

writing process.  Use all the activities or pick and choose within a proficiency level. Of course, 

student writers become more skilled with more occasions for writing. 

The WIDA Consortium Language Proficiency Levels 

The WIDA Consortium designates five proficiency levels and provides the “CAN DO” 

descriptors for each level. English Discoveries has 10 proficiency levels, and although an exact 

one-to-one match cannot be achieved between WIDA and English Discoveries levels, 

essentially there is the correspondence. 

WIDA English Discoveries

Level 1, Entering     First Discoveries    (Let’s Start) 

Level 2, Beginning     Basic 1 & 2 

Level 3, Developing     Basic 3 & Intermediate 1 & 2 

Level 4, Expanding     Intermediate 2,3 and Advanced 1 

Level 5, Bridging     Advanced 2 & 3 

For a full discussion of The WIDA Consortium Language Descriptors, go to the

WIDA Consortium web site. 



Student Writings 

Students will write their assignments in pdf format and save them. Each assignment will be 

numbered (Basic 1, # 1, title of assignment) and put in the student’s individual folder. 

In addition, students will be able to post their assignments to the “Internet Forum” for other 

students to read. This provides “real” opportunities for almost immediate feedback. The intent is 

to create a “community of writers”.

Teachers can receive assignments in two ways. The first is to have students print their 

assignments and turn them in as hard copies. The second is to have students email the 

assignments directly to a teacher’s email account.  

Scoring the Writing Activities 

There are a number of rubrics available. Teachers can use whatever rubric they are comfortable 

with; however, once a rubric is selected, it should be used consistently, at least through a 

proficiency level.

Most importantly, the scoring must take into account the proficiency level of the English 

Language Learner. At the beginning to intermediate proficiency levels, language learners will 

benefit most from reinforcement and positive feedback, not strict adherence to rubrics based on 

numbers or letter grades.



A Note on Correlations 

The first correlation given is the English Discoveries proficiency level and its alignment to

WIDA levels. Each proficiency level of English Discoveries has a corresponding WIDA “Can Do 

Descriptor”.

Next, the teacher can look at the English Discoveries objectives as taken from the Scope and 

Sequence of English Discoveries. The full Scope and Sequence is attached, but highlights for 

each proficiency level are given here. 

Note: The “Can Do Descriptors” and the English Discoveries objectives are given for an entire 

proficiency level, for example Basic 1. The “Generic English Language Standards” are listed by 

individual assignment. 

“Generic English Language Standards” are given for each assignment within a proficiency level. 

The purpose of the “Generic English Language Standards” listed for each assignment is to 

indicate what are generally accepted as middle and high school language arts/English standards. 

Each assignment in the Writing Module is designed to meet one or more of the “Generic English 

Language Standards”. The instructor can look at an assignment and quickly see, for example, 

that a particular assignment calls for practice using sensory language to create description. 

Some standards are universal to all assignments, and so they are not listed with each 

assignment. Doing so would be needlessly repetitious. All assignments address the following 

“Generic English Language Standards”:  appropriate word choice, clarity of written expression, 

adequate development of ideas in paragraphs and longer pieces of discourse, suitable

organization, and correctness of grammar, usage, spelling, and punctuation. 

What the teacher has, at a quick glance, is three different standards or alignments to help

plan lessons and monitor progress: WIDA, English Discoveries objectives, and “Generic English 

Language Standards”



Companion Writing Module 
English Discoveries: Let’s Start/First Discoveries

Correlation Information 

1. Let’s Start/First Discoveries corresponds to WIDA level 1, Entering.   

Students can label objects, pictures, diagrams. Students can produce words and 

phrases to convey meaning. 

2. English Discoveries Level: Beginning/Literacy 

3. English Discoveries Objectives: 

 Students will be able to:  
write numbers 1-1000 

use numbers to write addresses, dates, time 

write the names for colors 

write the names clothing items 

write the names of different foods 

write the names of foods for daily meals 

  give one word and/or multi-word answers 

4. Writing Process Objectives:   

 Students will plan, write and revise written discourse. 

5. Generic Language Arts Standards: 

 At this level, all ten assignments have the same basic objective. Students will be able 

 to make personal statements about themselves. They will be able to describe their 

physical appearance, write their address and telephone number, tell about their 

clothing and what food they eat.

 The final assignment at this level is a multi-sentence description. Students will be able 

to write a few sentences describing themselves. 







Notes



Companion Writing Module
English Discoveries: Basic 1 

Correlation Information 
1. Basic 1 corresponds to WIDA Level 2, Beginning.

 Student can make lists, produce phrases, short sentences and write notes.  They can

also give information from written directions. 

2. English Discoveries Level: lower Basic 

3. English Discoveries Objectives:

 Students will be able to: write in the Present and Present Progressive; use pronouns 

appropriately, fill out a form and write an informal letter 

4. Writing Process Objectives:   

 Students will plan, write and revise written discourse. 

5. Generic Language Arts Standards by Assignment 

Assignment 1 - Students will take a telephone message - fill out a form.

Students will be able to: record information; write real-world functional text, 

for example, telephone messages. 

Assignment 2 - Students will write about character, plot and create dialog.

Students will be able to: write about persons, objects, and events; recognize and write 

dialog; write expressively, for example, create dialog. 

Assignment 3 – Students will write an informal letter 

Students will be able to compose an informal, friendly letter. 

Assignment 4 – Students will Plan and Write a Report with an Opinion 

Students will be able to record information; write a paragraph; state a position or 

opinion.





Companion Writing Module
English Discoveries: Basic 2

Correlation Information 
1. Basic 2 corresponds to WIDA Level 2, Beginning.

Students can make lists, produce phrases, short sentences and write notes. They can

also give information from written directions. 

 2. English Discoveries Level: Basic 

 3. English Discoveries Objectives:

Students will be able to: write in the Simple Past, use Modals, use comparative adjectives, 

fill out a form and write an informal letter 

 4. Writing Process Objectives: 

Students will plan, write and revise written discourse 

 5. Generic English Language Arts Standards 

Assignment 1: Write an informal letter 

Students will be able to write a paragraph with supporting details, write real-world 

functional text, for example, informal letter 

Assignment 2: Locate and record information 

Students will be able to accurately record information from primary and/or secondary 

sources,

Students will be able to take notes 

Assignment 3: Write a description 

Students will be able to write description with sensory details,  

Students will be able to use descriptive details 

Assignment 4: Write a narration 

Students will be able to write about events (narrative), students will be able to 

sequence events (plot), write about characters





Companion Writing Module
English Discoveries: Basic 3

Correlation Information 
1. Basic 3 corresponds to WIDA Level 3, Developing.

Students can produce simple expository and/or narrative texts. Students can compare

and contrast information, and they can describe events, processes, and procedures. 

 2. English Discoveries Level: Post Basic

 3. English Discoveries Objectives:

Students will be able to use Past Progressive, the Future, Clauses (adverb and noun) 

modals,  adverbs. 

 4. Writing Process Objectives: 

Students will plan, write, and revise written discourse. 

 5. Generic Language Arts Standards 

Assignment 1: Write dialog.

Students will be able to write dialog and plot.  

Students will be able to write creatively.

Students will be able to write for intended audience. 

Assignment 2: State a position and support it 

Students will be able to write persuasively.

Students will be able to use hyperbole, emotional appeal, and persuasive word choice. 

 Assignment 3: Write a paragraph with a topic sentence and supporting details. 

 Students will be able to write informational/expository text. 

Assignment 4: Write a letter. 

 Students will write for real-world situations. Students will compose a formal letter.





Companion Writing Module
English Discoveries: Intermediate 1 

Correlation Information 
 1. Intermediate 1 corresponds to WIDA Level 3, Developing.

 Students can produce bare-bones expository or narrative text.  They can describe

events, people, processes, and procedures. 

2. English Discoveries Level: Post Basic

3. English Discoveries Objectives:

Students will be able to use reflexive pronouns, present perfect and relative clauses.   

They will write reports, ads and directions. 

4. Writing Process Objectives:   

Students will plan, write, and revise written discourse. 

5. Generic Language Arts Standards 

Assignment 1:  Description with details  

Students will be able to: use descriptive details; communicate information purposefully 

that meets the needs of the intended audience; write a topic sentence with descriptive 

details; write a descriptive paragraph. 
Assignment 2:  Write a report 

Students will be able to: write descriptions;  will be able to communicate information 

purposefully that meets the needs of the intended audience; write a topic sentence

with supporting details; write an expository paragraph. 

Assignment 3: Write an Ad with descriptive details 
Students will be able to: write a descriptive paragraph; write a topic sentence and develop a paragraph; 

write to persuade. 

Assignment 4: Write Instructions (process/procedure)

Students will be able to: write informational/expository discourse; write procedures; write directions or 
instructions.





Companion Writing Module
English Discoveries: Intermediate 2 

Correlation Information 

1. Intermediate 2 corresponds to WIDA Level 3, Developing and WIDA Level 4, Expanding

Level 3, Students can produce simple expository and/or narrative texts. Students can 

compare and contrast information, and they can describe events, processes, and 

procedures.

Level 4, Students can summarize information, create original ideas and detailed responses 

 2. English Discoveries Level: Intermediate 2 (Lower Intermediate) 

3. English Discoveries Objectives: Students will be able to use Past Perfect and Conditionals. 

Students will be able to write reports and letters. 

 4. Writing Process Objectives: 

Students will plan, write, and revise written discourse 

 5. Generic Language Arts Standards 

Assignment 1: Find information for a comparison/contrast.

Students will write a comparison/contrast paragraph. 

Students will record information from primary and/or secondary sources.  

Students will write informational/expository text and be able to use visuals. 

Assignment 2: Write a memo.

Students will be able to write opinion and support it with specifics.

Students will be able to differentiate fact and opinion.

Students will be able to write “real-world, job-related” documents. 

Assignment 3: Write an ending to a fictitious story 

Students will write expressively using narration, description, dialog, and emotions. 

Assignment 4: Write instructions/advice. 

Students will write procedures/process. Students will write detailed directions. 





Companion Writing Module
English Discoveries: Intermediate 3 

Correlation Information 
 1. Intermediate 3 corresponds to WIDA Level 4, Expanding.

Students can summarize information, create original ideas and detailed responses. 

 2. English Discoveries Level: Intermediate 3 (Intermediate) 

 3. English Discoveries Objectives:

  Students will be able to use Past Form Modals, Conjunctions, and more Relative Clauses. 

 4. Writing Process Objectives: 

Students will plan, write, and revise written discourse. 

 5. Generic Language Arts Objectives 

Assignment 1: Write a report

Students will write cause/effect discourse.

Students will write multi-paragraph reports. 

Assignment 2: Write an informal letter 

Students will write pro’s and/or con’s, give an opinion and support it.  

Students will write to meet the needs of an intended audience. 

Assignment 3: Write a narrative 

Students will write expressively and use sensory description.

Students will write a narrative about real events. 

Assignment 4: Write a formal letter 

Students will write for real-life situations.

Students will write to the needs of an intended audience.  

Students will state a position and support it.





Companion Writing Module
English Discoveries: Advanced 1 

Correlation Information 
1. Advanced 1 corresponds to WIDA  Level 4, Expanding.   

 Student can: summarize information, edit and revise writing; create original ideas and 

detailed responses. 

2. English Discoveries Level: Upper Intermediate 

3. English Discoveries Objectives:  Students will be able to: use future tense, clauses of 

result, phrasal verbs; write a formal letter; give opinions 

4. Writing Process Objectives:

Students will plan, write, and revise written discourse 

5. Generic Language Arts Standards 

Assignment 1 Research, Take Notes, and Summarize 

Students will be able to: conduct research, take appropriate notes; summarize; write 

multi-paragraph exposition/informational discourse. 

Assignment 2: Job Application Letter  

Student will be able to: write to present information purposefully; write work-related 

document, for example, a job application letter. 

Assignment 3: Opinion with Supporting Details 

Student will be able to: state a position and support with details; use persuasive 

techniques. write cause and effect. 

Assignment 4: Write a Comparison  

Student will be able to: state a position and support with details; write comparison. 





Companion Writing Module
English Discoveries: Advanced 2 

Correlation Information 
 1. Advanced 2 corresponds to WIDA Level 4, Expanding and Level 5, Bridging

Level 4, students can summarize information, create original ideas and detailed 

responses.

Level 5, students can apply information to new contexts, author multiple forms/genres 

 2. English Discoveries Level: Advanced 2 (Intermediate)

 3. English Discoveries Objectives:

Students will be able to use and make logical connections and use Participles 

 4. Writing Process Objectives: 

Students will plan, write, and revise written discourse. 

 5. Generic Language Arts Standards 

Assignment 1: Write a letter of apology 

Students will be able to form an opinion and support it.

Students will be able to write real-world discourse.  

Students will write for an intended audience. 

 Assignment 2: Write an expository essay 

Students will be able to write a thesis and support it.

Students will develop paragraphs from topic sentences.

Assignment 3: Write an Ad 

Students will be able to write persuasion (Advertisement).

Students will understand and use persuasive techniques and emotional appeals. 

Assignment 4: Write a letter of complaint 

Students will write real-world, work-related text.

Students will write for intended audience.

Students will present information purposefully. 





Companion Writing Module
English Discoveries: Advanced 3 

Correlation Information

 1. Advanced 3 corresponds to WIDA Level 5, Bridging

Level 5, students can apply information to new contexts, react to and author multiple 

genres and discourses 

 2. English Discoveries Level: Advanced 3 (Post Intermediate) 

 3. English Discoveries Objectives:

  Students will be able to use Subjunctives, more Infinitives, and Negation 

 4. Writing Process Objectives: 

Students will plan, write, and revise written discourse. 

 5. Generic Language Arts Standards 

Assignment 1: Write a five-paragraph essay with an introduction, body, and conclusion 

Students will be able to write essays with introduction, body, and conclusion.  

Students will be able to write informational essays.

Students will be able to acknowledge opposing points of view. 

Assignment 2: Write a commercial  

Students will be able to find and record primary and/or secondary sources.

Students will be able to write persuasion.

Assignment 3: Write an extended definition 

Students will be able to write comparison/contrast.

Students will be able to write information and expressive text. 

Assignment 4: Write a formal letter 

Students will be able to write formal letters.

Students will be able to support a position or claim with effective arguments.







The Companion Series for English Discoveries 

Transition to Work Module 



Transition to Work Module 

Introduction

The Transition to Work module for English Discoveries, authored by Dr. Louisa Rogers, is 

designed for students who have completed the 10 proficiency levels of English Discoveries and 

are equipped for “Readiness for Work” or “Transition to Work” activities. 

According to Dr. Jacquelyn P. Robinson, Community Workforce Development Specialist, 

Alabama Cooperative Extension System, job readiness skills can be classified in this way. 

Basic Academic Skills Higher-Order Thinking Skills

Reading Learning 

Writing Reasoning 

Oral Communication Decision Making 

Listening Problem Solving 

Personal Qualities

Responsibility 

Reliability 

Honesty 

Team Spirit 

Good Work Attitude 

Appropriate Grooming and Work Behavior 

Punctuality

These job readiness skills are appropriate and necessary not only for English Language 

Learners, but native speakers as well.  Employers are asking that their employees possess

these crucial skills. 



The activities available in English Discoveries deal with the following job related competencies. 

Reading

Comprehend information 

Know how and where to locate information

Writing

Write clearly so others can understand 

Summarize information 

Take notes

Write letters and reports 

Speaking/Oral Communication

Give instructions 

Give and support opinions 

Engage in group discussions 

Engage in group problem solving 

Listening

Follow instructions 

Engage in group discussions 

Engage in group problem solving 

Higher Order Thinking Skills

Learn – conduct research and find information 

Infer

Predict

Self- assessment 

Problem Solving 

Make Decisions --weigh “pro’s” and “con’s” or alternatives 

Consider consequences 

Advance Planning—organization and time management 



Personal Qualities

Responsibility 

Reliability 

Honesty 

Appropriate Grooming 

Punctuality

Team Spirit – group work 

Job readiness skills or competencies are not discrete units. Therefore, most of the activities

in the Transition to Work Module have been designed to encompass a combination of skills – 

much like real-life situations. For example, students will be asked to consider consequences of 

decisions/actions and discuss those consequences in a small group.

The Transition to Work Module provides students, both non-native and native, speakers an 

opportunity to rehearse and hone their job readiness skills as well as those skills necessary to 

keep a job once it has been obtained. 

The Student Activities 

Students’ written responses will be completed in Adobe Acrobat Reader and saved as pdf 

files. Each activity will be numbered and put in the student’s individual folder.  

In addition, students will be able to post their completed activities to the “Internet Forum” for 

other students to read and comment on. This provides “real” opportunities for almost 

immediate feedback and discussion as well as an extended discussion group. The intent is to 

create a “community of learners”. 

In addition, by utilizing the program’s capacity for speech recognition and recording, 

brainstorming and planning can be carried out silently (as an individual process) or in both 

oral and aural modalities (as a group process). 



Teachers can receive the written responses in two ways; first by having students print their 

written responses to be turned in as hard copies. The second way is to have students email 

the written responses directly to the teacher’s email account. Of course, teachers will be 

present for group discussion and oral presentations. 

Teachers can approach the activities in two ways. All activities include numerous and varied 

job related competencies. 

1. Teachers can assign the activities in order.  They are not developmental or

sequential. All students working in this module are already proficient in English. 

2. Pick and choose. The major competencies addressed are listed before each activity. 

Scoring the Activities 

Many of the activities do not have a right or wrong answers. Instead, these activities are 

designed for students to “think through” or “process” their answer. In these instances, 

students need to be graded on the clarity and thoughtfulness of their written or spoken 

response, and/or their ability to work cooperatively in a small or large group. Opinions

should not and cannot be graded. 

The thrust of the Transition to Work module is learning to solve problems (individually and/or 

collectively) and to communicate clearly. The student’s grade is contingent meeting these 

objectives.

In other activities there is a right or wrong answer, for example, locating specific information  

or answering specific questions. These can be graded in a more traditional fashion. 



Competency-Based Activities 

Activity 1 

Competencies: Read to find information, follow instructions 

Activity 2 

Competencies:  Read to locate information, summarize facts, write a memo/email, write clearly, 

and make decisions, and personal responsibility. 

Activity 3 

Competencies: Read for understanding, consider consequences, research information, write a 

report, group discussion/feedback, and personal reliability 

Activity 4 

Competencies:  Read for comprehension, weigh pro’s and con’s, consider consequences,   

group discussion, group decision making, write a report, personal honesty

and responsibility 

Activity 5 

Competencies: Infer and predict, write a letter or report, read to find information, group decision 

making, oral presentation, group discussion. 

Activity 6 

Competencies: Conduct research, locate information, group discussion, group decision making, 

oral presentation 

Activity 7 

Competencies: personal qualities: punctuality, group discussion, group problem solving, group 

presentation and summarize information. 



Activity 8 

Competencies:  Predict, consider consequences, personal qualities: punctuality and reliability, 

group discussion and problem solving, take notes and summarize information. 

Activity 9 

Competencies: responsibility, reliability, group discussion, summarize information 

Activity 10 

Competencies:  punctuality, responsibility, group discussion, write clearly, weigh alternatives, 

advance planning 

Activity 11

Competencies:  responsibility, write a memo/email, give instructions, consider consequences, 

weigh alternatives 

Activity 12 

Competencies:  advance planning, weigh alternatives, consider consequences, punctuality, 

responsibility, reliability, write clearly 

Activity 13 

Competencies:  Self- assessment, group discussion, group presentation 

Activity  14 

Competencies: self-assessment, predict, write clearly, group discussion, problem solve 

Activity 15 

Competencies:  write clearly, honesty, problem solving, planning, read to find information 

Activity 16 

Competencies: appropriate dress and appropriate work behavior, group discussion, write an 

email. Write clearly. 



Activity 17 

Competencies:  Know how to locate information, Write clearly, summarize information,

problem solving, group discussion, conduct research, self-assessment,

follow instructions 

Activity 18 

Competencies:  Self-Assessment, conduct research, write clearly 

Activity 19 

Competencies:  locate information, responsibility, reliability, appropriate work behavior, group 

discussion, consider consequences 

Activity 20 

Competencies: follow instructions, find information, summarize, problem solving, team work 

Activity 21 

Competencies:  Read to find information, weigh pros and cons, consider consequences, give 

and support an opinion, predict, write clearly, write a memo. 

Activity 22 

Competencies:  consider consequences, appropriate behavior, weigh alternatives, team work 

Activity 23 

Competencies:  Appropriate work behavior, consider consequences, group discussion 

Activity 24 

Competencies:  Appropriate work behavior, weigh alternatives, advance planning. 

Activity 25 

 Competencies: read and listen to understand, give instructions, write clearly, responsibility. 



Activity 26 

 Competencies: weigh pro’s and con’s, consider consequences, self-assessment, group

 discussion, write clearly. 

Activity 27 

 Competencies: read to understand and find information, write clearly 

Activity 28 

 Competencies: read to find information, think of consequences, weigh pro’s and con’s,

Activity 29 

 Competencies: read to comprehend information, self-assessment, group discussion, oral  

 presentation, weigh pro’s and con’s, give and support an opinion.  

Activity 30 

 Competencies: problem solve, think of consequences, group problem solving, group

Activity 31 

 Competencies: write clearly, problem solving, group discussion







The Companion Series for English Discoveries 

Sample of the 

English Across the Curriculum Module 

Includes 2 of the 80 available selections 



English Across the Curriculum Module. 

The English Across the Curriculum Module is designed to emphasize Academic and Content 

Language.  The lessons are based on selections from the Magazine section of the English 

Discoveries Community Website. Topics include: Science and Technology, the World, the 

Environment, Health, Business, Arts and Entertainment, Sports, General Interest and Literature. 

New articles are presented each month and are automatically available to all users. 

Each lesson is presented in a format that allows the student to complete the activity, save it, 

email it to the instructor or print out the completed lesson and provide it as in a hard copy to the 

instructor.

Each lesson has three components: Before Reading, Reading and After Reading. 

Before Reading 
Students are introduced to new vocabulary. A dictionary is available as needed. 

 Students complete activities that are designed to focus the student on the reading selection 

and introduce skills. 

Reading
 Students read the selection from the website.  Each selection is written at a Basic, 

Intermediate and Advanced level. A glossary and dictionary are available to the student. 

After Reading 
  Students confirm their understanding of the material by responding to various kinds of 

questions and activities. The After Reading activities are designed to focus on higher order 

thinking skills.  This is accomplished through both multiple choice and open-ended questions.



Hurricanes
Before Reading

 spiral range  surge endanger extensive 

 destructive  forecast ancient  sustain retired  

 hurricane typhoon cyclone tropical  hieroglyphics    

 vapor clockwise, counterclockwise

Respond to the questions: 

 1. What is the worst storm you have ever experienced? 

 2. If you have been in a hurricane or bad storm, describe your experience. 



Hurricanes
Reading

Students will read the selection from the program website.
The words in bold are found in the glossary. 

Hurricanes are the most powerful storms on earth, and occur in several parts of the world.  In the western 
Pacific Ocean, they are called typhoons.  When these strong tropical storms form over the Indian 
Ocean, they are called cyclones.

While high winds cause a lot of damage, most hurricane damage is caused by the flooding associated 
with heavy rains and storm surges.   A storm surge is a wall of water several feet high that comes onto 
land, endangering both property and lives. 

Hurricanes usually form as a group of thunderstorms that gather over warm, tropical ocean waters.  
Winds moving in two different directions meet and cause the storm system to spin counterclockwise in 
the Northern Hemisphere, and clockwise in the Southern Hemisphere. These storms get additional 
energy from the warm water vapor from the oceans.  Hurricanes need warm waters for their fuel and will 
die out over cold waters or land because they no longer have the energy to sustain them. 

Today, hurricanes are named by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) which gives alternating 
men’s and women’s names to these powerful storms.  The names of storms that cause extensive
damage to life or property are retired. This practice of naming hurricanes is not new. The Mayan 
civilization in South America mentioned hurricanes in their hieroglyphics, or ancient writings.  In fact, the 
word hurricane comes from the name of a old Mayan god, “Hurakan,” who is said to have blown back the 
sea to create dry land.  Even then, people respected the destructive power of these terrible storms. 

Hurricanes are studied in order to get information that will warn people that danger is approaching.  If a 
hurricane is forecast for your area, be sure to listen to your local television or radio station for essential, 
life-saving information.



Hurricanes
After Reading 

1.  The eye of a hurricane is 

a. 20-30 miles wide 

b. 400 miles wide 

c. 74 miles wide 

d. 20-400 miles wide 

2.  Hurricanes are studied in order to 

a.   find ways of stopping them 

b    warn people of approaching danger 

c.  learn how hurricanes form 

d. decide what to name them 

3.  A hurricane in the Pacific Ocean is called a 

a.   cyclone 

b. hieroglyphic  

c. hurricane 

d. typhoon 

4.  A wall of water several feet high that comes onto land is called a 

a. cyclone 

b. spiral 

c. surge 

d. typhoon 

5.  Hurakan is the name of 

a. a cyclone 

b. a god 

c. a hurricane  

 d. a surge



Assessment

Show the direction hurricanes move in the northern hemisphere and the southern hemisphere.

Explain where they start and where they end. 

Do you agree or disagree with the statement that hurricanes are more likely to form in Florida 

than in New York.  Use information from the article to support your answer. 

What would be a good way to name your hurricane?



Culture Crash

Before Reading

Vocabulary:

 positive  rude   reserved     cultured   customary  offense     

 sensitive    treat  admire refuse offending  communicate 

 overboard southern ambulance manners courtesy   hospitality 

 Students respond 

1.  What would you be concerned about if you were invited to someone’s home for dinner? 

2.  What might different from the customs of another country?  What might be the same?

Simile -  a figure of speech that compares two or more things using the words "like" or "as." 

3.  What is meant by the following statements (simile) 

 At the “all you can eat” restaurant, John ate like a pig. 

 Although John is old, he runs around like a puppy. 

Her hair shines like the new dawn sun. 

As you read, think about similes that would describe the person it the selection. 



Culture Crash 
Reading

It's almost thirty years now since Brad Perkins came into our small southern town like an 

ambulance on its way to a car crash. At the time, he had no idea that anyone had noticed 

him, but of course we had.  He was from New York City, a place where manners, values, and 

the rules of courtesy were very different from ours. Up north, being direct is something 

positive. Down here, it's considered rude. 

During the years, Brad never realized that he was offending anyone.  We now know that he 

never meant to upset others.  Once, Dr. Franklin invited Brad for Sunday dinner, not long 

after he'd arrived.  Although he is actually quite reserved, Dr. Franklin likes to be known 

around town as a cultured man. He therefore felt the need to welcome Brad to town and 

show him some southern hospitality.  Yet that meal caused such a problem for Brad that he 

almost had to leave town.  Looking back now, I can see that we were the ones who were 

being rude, and not Brad Perkins.  

There were only six people at dinner, but what he did seemed to have been broadcast all 

over town by the next day.  And, of course, everyone took offense.  Later, Dr. Franklin 

agreed that they had gone overboard and had been too sensitive.  As a rule, however, it is 

not customary for a guest to refuse a second helping in a southerner's home.

Brad Perkins will have been here for thirty years next June.  We've come to admire him, and 

it's hard to imagine the place without him.  We treat him just like one of us, but I guess we've 

just gotten used to people from up north.  Over the years, we've tried to learn more about 

what's considered appropriate in the North.  We realize now that they're not rude; they just 

communicate differently. 



Culture Crash 
After Reading 

 1. What was the problem at dinner? 

  a. Brad made a mistake by not understanding southern hospitality 

  b. Brad was from New York 

  c. people from different cultures shouldn’t visit each other’s homes 

  d. Mr. Franklin didn’t invite Brad 

 2.  How did Brad Perkins get treated after he had dinner at Dr. Franklin’s house? 

  a. like he was rude for eating a second helping 

  b. like part of the family 

  c. like he didn’t belong in town 

  d. like he was going overboard 

 3. What could have Brad done to make the dinner a success? 

  a. stayed a home 

  b. brought a pie to Mr. Franklin’s house 

  c. taken Mr. Franklin to a local restaurant 

  d. eaten a second helping when offered 

 4. A simile is a comparison using like or as.  Find an example of a simile in the story. 

5. Complete the simile below with your own words: 

 Living in the Unites States is like 



Complete the Venn diagram below with things you can think of that are the same and 

different about customs in American homes and home customs in another country. 

Write a summary of what you entered into your diagram here. 

Beyond the Reading
Click on this link and find some more similes. 

http://www.rhlschool.com/eng3n25.htm

Home customs in 

American homes 

Home customs in 

another country 



Notes
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